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mobilization of social interests towards
new social and economic goals, not
compromising the welfare state tradi-
tion but reinventing its material basis. So
far, the result is spectacular. Schienstock
and his co-authors give an excellent por-
trayal of the institutional renovation of
Finland in its the first decade as an in-
novative society, a rare example of an
innovation system developed by design
rather than by default.
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New technology shapes society, organi-
zations and everyday life. At the same
time, technologies themselves are shaped
throughout their design and use. But
how does this mutual shaping take
place? Social learning in technological
innovation is a timely contribution to
this core topic of science and technol-
ogy studies. The book integrates, com-
plements and critically evaluates the un-
derstanding of design and uptake of new
technology in innovation studies and
science and technology studies. In do-
ing so, it lemphasizes the recent upsurge
of studies in appropriation and con-
sumption of technology. In part A, the
authors introduce what the “social learn-
ing” perspective entails for ‘understand-
ing the process of innovation in the ap-
plication of ICTs’. Part B explores the im-
plications of this understanding under
the heading “rethinking innovation mod-
els and technology policy perspectives”.

The book results from a large EU
project “Social learning in multimedia”
that examined the design, use and trials
set-up for multimedia technologies in
late 1990s through 23 case studies in
seven European countries. While these
studies form the backbone of analysis,
the emphasis of the book is in mapping
out the generic process of innovation
and concepts for understanding it. The
cases are presented as page-long vi-
gnettes, as they are published elsewhere
as two other books, reports, and articles.
While this scarcity of empirical material
is helpful in keeping the process descrip-
tions and conceptual discussion clear, it
does give away some of the sense of
grounding and intricacy of the models
and concepts.

The authors argue that there is a “de-
sign fallacy” in technology studies. In
their concern with how technology af-
fects organizations, work and the life
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of people, early work (such as Bijker et
al., 1987; Akrich, 1992; Akrich, 1995;
Woolgar, 1991) placed an over-empha-
sis on the design of technology prior to
its market launch. This was perhaps due
to the strong concern with how technol-
ogy affects organizations, work and life
of people. However, the result was nar-
ratives that tended to emphasize the im-
pact and immutability of designers’
prior visions and designs. This led to see-
ing problems in the use of technology as
an indication of failure of prior design
and consequently, demonizing design-
ers as omnipotent manipulators of users.
Reciprocally, it has supported heroazing
any users deviance from the designers
script as creativity. The authors argue
that such “narrative bias” results from
studies resorting to temporally limited
snap-shots of a technology’s life-cycle.
Biased models flourish when design,
development, marketing, implementa-
tion, appropriation and domestication
of technology are studied in separate
studies using different methodologies.

The authors argue that this state of
affairs has overshadowed more sophis-
ticated models of innovation. They fur-
ther argue that it ignores possibilities of
intervention by overlooking the whole
scope of times, places and actors in-
volved in the shaping of technology dur-
ing its entire life-span. The book ad-
dresses the findings of such a broader
scope under four foci: process and space
for social shaping and social learning,
implications for technology design, the
appropriation of technology and con-
duct and management of experiments in
new digital technologies.

Contrary to recent hype, the authors
reject the view that user-centred design
or any other explicit technique at repre-

senting users in prior design could be-
come the sole sufficient guarantee for
achieving successful technology. “[O]ur
integrated social learning model shows
that design is not a one-off act, but is part
of iterative series of activities, informed
by earlier design practice and feedback
from appropriation and use of other sys-
tems (earlier technologies in this appli-
cation domain; similar technologies in
related domains)” (110). This is illus-
trated with multimedia products, that
are “configurational technologies” in
that they come into existence only as a
combination of various basic compo-
nents, delivery systems, applications
and products, their content programs, as
well as user practices intertwined with
other technologies.

The above considerations are con-
densed in the notion of “social learning”:
S&TS should not only concern itself with
how new technology is socially shaped,
but elaborate and support how design-
ers, users, sales people, and agencies con-
cerned with regulation and promotion of
technology can learn and interact in cre-
ating socially acceptable, commercially
viable, and desirable technologies.

A central argument in the book is that
the kinds of learning, the parties in-
volved and the dynamics related to this
learning vary depending on the technol-
ogy and the domain in which it is being
used. The book offers four main models
or constellations for clarifying the dy-
namics between design and use. With-
out going into further detail, all these
models in their own way emphasize that
prior design is always more or less un-
finished, and can, for better or worse,
invite the relevant stakeholders to learn
ways of accepting and appropriating it.
Much of the relevant knowledge, such as
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details of eventual uses, relationships
with other artefacts, identities of final
users, is largely unknowable to design-
ers and prospective users before they
gain experiences from actual use.

This view of design as configuration
shows the relevance of studies on appro-
priation and domestication of technol-
ogy employing cultural studies, gender,
and ethnographic perspectives. At the
same time, it offers a healthy reminder
that these lines of research are in dan-
ger of reproducing the truncated, even
biased narrative structures and en-
trenched perceptions of design and use
if they fail to explore the implications of
various appropriation processes beyond
the local sites.The impact back to pro-
ducer companies and regulatory bodies
must be examined as well. While social
learning happens simultaneously in
multiple venues, it is often the media-
tion, learning and barrier crossing be-
tween designers, various users, regula-
tors and other stakeholders through
which new technologies gain their im-
pact on society. This goes for technology
as commercial product, generic design
as well as a domesticated thing.

This observation leads the book to the
conduct and management of digital ex-
periments that could be helpful in
speeding up learning and interaction
between parties. In the 23 cases studied,
most experiments veered towards modes
of verification and control instead of di-
versification and experimentation. Not
co-incidental was the virtual absence of
systematic and organized bringing of
users together with supply-side players.
The authors provide an instructive dis-
cussion of the reasons for this, ranging
from industry traditions to practical dif-
ficulties to the availability of alternative

ways to represent users in design.
A noteworthy facet of the book is that

the authors stress the relevance of
grounded concepts from balanced case
accounts. However, the books plea for
such conceptually oriented case-studies
covering the entire biography of a tech-
nology in detailed fashion is just what it
leaves for others to accomplish. None-
theless, the integrative and clarifying
work conducted by the authors is timely
and a highly needed resource for people
involved design, use, research or evalu-
ating and experimenting with new tech-
nology.
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